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Abstract. Neuroblastoma is a neural crest‑derived tumor that
accounts for 7‑10% of all malignancies in children and ~15%
of all childhood cancer‑associated mortalities. Approximately
50% of patients are characterized as high‑risk (HR) and have
an overall survival of <40% at 5 years from diagnosis. HR
patients with unfavorable prognosis exhibit several structural
copy number variations (CNVs), whereas localized tumors
belonging to patients in the low‑ and intermediate‑risk classes,
have favorable outcomes and display several numerical CNVs.
Taken together these results are indicative of chromosome
instability (CIN) in neuroblastoma tumor cells. The present
review discusses multiple aspects of CIN including methods
of measuring CIN, CIN targeting as a therapeutic strategy in
cancer and the effects of CIN in neuroblastoma development
and aggressiveness with particular emphasis on the CIN gene
signature associated with HR neuroblastoma patients.
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1. Introduction
Neuroblastoma (NB) is a pediatric cancer with the highest
incidence during pre‑scholar age. Patient can onset with
localized or metastatic tumor. High‑risk (HR) patients usually
are older than one year of age with a metastatic tumor involving
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bone marrow, liver and skeletal bone (1). The overall survival
(OS) of HR patients at 5‑years from diagnosis is near 40%. On
the contrary, patients with localized tumors, usually fall in the
Low‑Risk or Intermediate‑Risk group, and have a 5‑years OS
ranging between 75 and 98% (2).
Tumor cells show several gross cytogenetic abnormalities.
The most aggressive tumor in children older than 1 years of
age, shows numerous copy number variations (CNVs) such
as deletion, gains and gene amplification with homogenously
staining region and/or double min and/or entire chromosome
extra‑copies (3). Two type of CNVs can occur in tumor cells:
Structural CNVs that shows structural chromosome changes
such as deletion, amplification and gross chromosome
rearrangement, and numerical CNVs that involves gain or
loss of whole chromosomes (4). Tumor aggressiveness has
been observed strongly associated with such structural CNVs
whereas localized tumors, belonging to patients at low‑ and
intermediate‑risk, are less aggressive and they have numerical
CNVs, prevalently.
Recently, another phenomena observed in NB tumors is the
chromotripsys at chromosome 5, particularly (5). Moreover,
NB tumor cells show different ploidy features: near‑diploidy
and near‑tetraploidy are observed in HR tumors characterized
by structural abnormalities, instead near‑triploidy cells are
usually present in tumors of low‑risk patient (6); these tumors
show extra‑chromosomes and few structural chromosome
abnormalities. Consistently, patients with the near‑triploidy
tumor cells have favorable outcome with a good OS, whereas
unfavorable prognosis is observed in patients who have
near‑diploidy or near‑tetraploidy tumors (7,8). All together
these findings show evidence of chromosome instability (CIN)
in NB cells.
2. CIN and tumorigenesis
In the past years, enormous interest among the scientists has
stimulated the search for gene mutations as causative of tumorigenesis (9‑11). The development of next generation technique
(NGS) has greatly improved the understanding of several
cancer molecular mechanisms, with the prospective to improve
the treatment by targeting cancer mutated proteins. However,
prior to the interest for gene mutation research, there was a long
period dominated by the search of numerical and structural
chromosomal abnormalities associated to the genesis of several
tumors (12). In 1914, Boveri first suggested the hypothesis of
aneuploidy in cancer, but only later the relevant role of CIN in
the majority of tumors was demonstrated by Cahill et al (13) and
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by Heng et al (14). To date, there is a debate if the CIN is the
cause of genomic instability (GIN) developing the cancer (15,16)
or if CIN process is the consequence of abnormal function of
mutated gene encoding for important mitotic proteins leading to
tumor development (17,18).
CIN with chromosome aberrations in copy number is
a form of GIN that make prone the cancer cells to acquire
mutations conferring them rapid tumor progression, aggressiveness and drug‑resistant phenotypes. GIN is characterized
by an increased frequency of genetic alterations deregulating
specific biological signaling associated with cellular cell
cycle homeostasis and induces genomic diversity in cancer
cells (19). This genomic chaos gives to cancer cell populations
the properties to adapt themselves at the stimuli of the tumor
microenvironment (20).
For long time, the chromosome missegregation together
with others mechanisms such as gene mutations, chromosomal rearrangements and epigenetic factors were considered
responsible for tumor growth and tumor heterogeneity. Indeed,
cell heterogeneity is a hallmark of tumors lending the ability
of adapting to external pressures (21,22). Furthermore, many
studies are reporting the link among karyotype alterations,
CIN (23) and cancer (13,24‑26) strongly indicating that CIN
takes part in the origin of cancer (18,27). Moreover, the role
of CIN in tumorigenesis is also supported by experimental
observations of persistent chromosome missegregation in
tumor cell lines (28). Altogether these observations indicate
the link between CIN and aneuploidy (29).
There are evidences that CIN and aneuploidy could
promote tumor initiation, acquisition of drug resistance,
metastasis and relapse (30) through the variation of the copy
number of oncogenes/tumor suppressor genes allowing cells
to adapt to environmental stimuli changes such as nutrient
variation and/or hypoxia (20). Aneuploidy may induce genome
instability and lead to acquisition of genetic cell heterogeneity
triggering selective pressures in clones selection. Therefore,
the survival of cells with CIN to the cancer treatment could
be due to higher adaptive potential of these cells in which
specific chromosomal aberrations confer cellular fitness
advantages (31).
3. The aneuploidy paradox
Despite aneuploidy commonly occurs in many cancers where
it is an indicator of tumor growth, it often leads to a reduction
in the cell proliferation rate (32,33). This apparent contradiction is known as the: aneuploidy paradox. The rate of CIN
determines the effect of aneuploidy on tumors; whereas low
rates of CIN (missegregation of a small number of chromosomes per division) are weakly tumor promoting, higher rates
of CIN (missegregation of more than five chromosomes) cause
cell death and tumor suppression (34). Thus, cell death induced
by CIN sufficiently high arises from an increase in the number
of chromosomes missegregated per cell division. Coherently
with this, Komarova described a mathematical model showing
that a low rate of CIN optimizes the tumor heterogeneity
and survival and that increase of CIN rate is associated with
decreases tumor fitness (35). These observations suggest that
increasing the rate of CIN over a critical threshold could be
efficient to stop the tumor cell proliferation.

This paradoxical situation is attracting considerable
attention for therapeutic purpose, although the therapeutic
targeting of CIN in cancer is still at preclinical stages. Several
oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes are known to localize
within centrosomes, which altered function triggers centrosome abnormalities (36). Thus, there are many promising
inhibitors against associated centrosome proteins and many of
these drugs/compounds are being tested in preclinical models
and in clinical trials. Two of the most studied centrosomal
kinases with oncogenic properties are: AURKA and AURKB,
and more than 30 AURK inhibitors have been developed and
used in clinical studies [reviewed by (37)].
Tubulin is another important target, as this protein acts
during cellular growth, division, and migration. Taxanes
(paclitaxel and docetaxel) and vinca alkaloids (vinblastine,
vincristine, and vinorelbine), well‑known FDA‑approved
compounds clinically used for targeting tubulin, have been
demonstrated to be successful to induce mitotic arrest (38).
Additional cancer therapy strategy that has attracting
attention in recent years is synthetic lethality (39), defined as a
condition in which perturbation in two different genes together
results in cell death but mutation of either alone is compatible
with cell life. The first clinically approved drugs designed to
exploit synthetic lethality are poly(ADP‑ribose) polymerase
inhibitors (PARPis) (40). PARP is a nuclear protein important
for recognizing DNA damage and repairing DNA single‑strand
breaks (SSBs). It is proposed that inhibition of PARP results
in the accumulation of unrepaired SSBs that are converted
into double‑strand breaks during DNA replication resulting in
gross GIN and cell death.
4. Methods of measuring CIN
Although the evaluation of CIN rate in tumor samples is not
routinely performed in the clinical setting, direct and indirect
methods to measure CIN have been adopted; these methods
are based on both the determination of cell‑to‑cell variability
in chromosome number and structure within the tumor cell
population, as well as on the assessment of the rate at which
these chromosomal changes occur (41). Therefore, the methods
are able to capture the dynamic nature of CIN. The CIN rate is
directly related to the estimation of the mitotic error frequency
in fixed cells or in formalin‑fixed and paraffin‑embedded
(FFPE) tumor tissues. Some of main defects are summarized
in Fig. 1: abnormalities in chromosome structure and function
resulting in chromosomes that lag in anaphase or exhibit incomplete separation of sister chromatids; spindle abnormalities such
as multipolar spindles and defects in cytokinesis are additional
sources of abnormal chromosome segregation; finally, errors
in cell cycle regulation, including delays during division and
defects in cell cycle checkpoints, also leading to missegregation. However, these technical approaches are difficult to apply
in tumors with a low proliferation index and in tumors in which
the anaphases are not clearly observed.
CIN is not only a consequences of compromised mitotic
apparatus but it may also arise after DNA damage or as a
consequence of impaired replication fork progression (42).
Defective DNA damage response and repair results in chromosomal aberration such as deletions, amplifications, inversions
and translocations (43).
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Figure 1. Schematic presenting the causes of chromosome missegregation in mitosis.

The main method for the assessment of both numerical
and structural CIN in tumor cells is the fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH). It allows to quantify the variations
in chromosome copy number across the cell population
by using fluorescently labeled DNA probes that bind to
centromeres of specific chromosomes. Thus, FISH evaluates
the chromosomal state of hundreds of cells, inferring the
rate of change in chromosome number from the cell‑to‑cell
variability (44). Another important method is the single‑cell
comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) (45). This assay
allows the selection of individual cancer cells based on
their deviation from normal cells. However, single‑cell
CGH is not amenable to high‑throughput analysis and it is
characterized by a considerable economic burden. Moreover,
flow cytometry and DNA image cytometry can be used
to measure cellular DNA content through the use of dyes
that bind the DNA, allowing the assessment of DNA cell
cycle distribution and cellular ploidy. Then, CIN status can
be measured by the stemline scatter index (SSI), which is
a measure of the clonal heterogeneity of the constituent
tumor cells (46). Finally, a more detailed picture of the
genomic landscape can be obtained through Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) systems, which assume massively parallel
sequencing techniques (47).
Recently, different models have been used to measure CIN
in vivo like mouse models that were engineered to mimic
genetic alteration driving CIN, mouse embryonic fibroblast

(MEFs) from mouse models of genetically induced CIN (48)
and organoid cultures, that allow to monitoring chromosome
segregations using three‑dimensional live‑cell imaging (49).
Measuring CIN in vivo would more accurately show the effect
of CIN for instance during development, the possible role of
the immune system and inter‑tissue interactions. However,
drawbacks of in vivo CIN measurement are the limited time
available for imaging, the high cost and the relatively low rate
of cell division in vivo (50).
Despite the studies performed so far, none of the methods
used to study CIN is entirely satisfactory, thus novel approaches
for an accurate detection and assessment of CIN will be critical
both in clinical setting and to therapeutic targeting of CIN in
the future.
5. CIN takes part in NB development and aggressiveness
NB is an embryonic tumor that can be present in fetus. Indeed,
some newborn patients exhibit tumors after only a few days of
life; usually, these patients have a very good OS. Cytogenetic
analysis of tumor cells reveals a triploid DNA content with
several numerical CNVs. This, of course, is in contrast with the
presence of structural CNVs in tumor of HR patients older than
one year of age, suggesting an evolution of tumor aggressiveness
associated with CIN. The lapse time between fetus life and
infant at one age of year suggest a time‑dependent increase of
chromosome damages (51). As mentioned above, cell replication
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Figure 2. Unsupervised clustering of 45 genes with CIN70 in NB. The heatmap of the unsupervised clustering presents 30 genes with differential expression between NB‑high risk patients (stages 2, 3, 4, and 4S with MYCN gene amplification; stage 4 patients with an age at diagnosis >12 months) and
low/intermediate‑risk patients (stage 1, 2, 3, 4S without MYCN gene amplification). Above the heatmap are the indicated patient clinical features and the
patients' stage. Black bars represent unfavorable scores and light gray bars represent favorable scores for ‘Status of Disease’ and ‘Outcome’. Black bars for the
‘Age at Diagn.’ identify cases with ages over 60 months at diagnosis. Black bars for ‘MYCN’ identify cases with amplification of MYCN gene. On the left of
the panel is a key of the staging colors applied. On the right of the panel are the 45 genes out of CIN70. CIN, chromosome instability; NB, neuroblastoma;
MYCN, neuroblastoma MYC oncogene; St., stage.

errors and abnormal chromosome segregation during mitosis
could originate the abnormal chromosome pattern triggering
the cell to increase their aggressiveness. Masecchia et al (52)
used a learning machine algorithm to show that numerical
chromosome aberrations occurs early than structural ones.
It is to note that NB is originating from neural crest cells,
a group of cells located on the neural tube and undergoing
to epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) during the

embryonic life. These cells are migrating in the early phases
of embryonic development and some of them take part to the
formation of gastric ganglia and adrenal gland, two sites in
which NB growths and develops. Mouse and zebrafish models
have been developed demonstrating that MYCN oncogene is one
of the major actors in the NB development (53). Furthermore,
it has been shown that ALK and LIN28 genes can participate
together MYCN oncogene to the NB tumorigenesis (54). The
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Table I. Food and drug administration approved drugs targeting chromosome instability‑associated genes in neuroblastoma.
Gene

Drug‑gene interaction

PMID references

AURKB
SUNITINIB
15180525; 14753710; 11752352; 15304385;
		
12531805; 14654525; 19667267; 27181063;
		
23392356; 25818407; 17605814; 16685460;
		
15688612; 17296815; 17367763; 12538485;
		
12748309; 15557593; 16425993; 24086736;
		
21478036; 12873999; 17545799; 17046465;
		
19282169; 25641662; 25592632; 20571495;
		
18235121; 12181401; 16098458; 15451219;
		
23177515; 19461405; 18421059; 21642685;
		
21690468; 22261812; 16638875; 22439647;
		
18955458; 19861435; 25239608; 23582185;
		
25594040; 26772734; 19164557; 22357254;
		
23375402; 21969494; 19723655; 16533791;
		
16418310; 20142593; 27149458; 28011623;
		
16648572; 22718859; 19366796; 12949711;
		
15685537; 15146165; 26130666; 15928335;
		
18794084; 22745105; 16954519; 14645423;
		
25157968; 16849418; 20696054; 28447912;
		
20065189; 22025146; 23056499; 20943719;
		
21470995; 21422803; 11351254; 20368568;
		
21455200; 18073307; 19255327; 20847059;
		
9839497; 9681850; 18541894; 22105611;
		
26487278; 27751729; 26309414; 24633157;
		
24606768; 23455880; 26864210
RRM2
CLADRIBINE
17852710; 16316309; 19576186; 9923554;
		
19715446
			
			
GALLIUM NITRATE
12776257; 1335254; 15651176
			
			
			
GEMCITABINE
None found
			
			
			
CLOFARABINE
None found
			
			
			
HYDROXYUREA
None found
			
			
			
FLUDARABINE
None found
PHOSPHATE		
			
			
TOP2A
MITOXANTRONE
10451375; 11004693; 18687447; 11752352;
		
9631585; 9494516; 11278845; 9426516
			
			
TENIPOSIDE
8702194; 16271071; 17361331; 17514873;
		
11752352; 16480143; 9426516
			
			

Disease reports
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=SUNITINIB&cntry=
&state=&city=&dist=&Search=
Search

www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=CLADRIBINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=GALLIUM+NITRA
TE&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=GEMCITABINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=CLOFARABINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=HYDROXYUREA&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=FLUDARABINE+
PHOSPHATE&cntry=&state=&
city=&dist=&Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=CLADRIBINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=GALLIUM+
NITRATE&cntry=&state=&
city=&dist=&Search=Search
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Table I. Continued.
Gene

Drug‑gene interaction

PMID references

AMSACRINE
1322791; 8823806; 10691026; 8519659;
		
8632768; 11006484; 11716434; 11752352;
		
11473732; 1311390
			
ETOPOSIDE
8823806; 9485461; 8870683; 9494516;
		
9426516
			
			
PODOFILOX
16061385; 1334447; 10783066; 11752352;
		
1845848; 1331331
			
			
VALRUBICIN
11752352; 16019763
			
			
			
EPIRUBICIN
14728934; 16234514; 17639997
			
			
			
DOXORUBICIN
None found
			
			
			
ENOXACIN
18471102; 11752352; 10089819
			
			
			
DAUNORUBICIN
9494516
			
			
			

Disease reports
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=GEMCITABINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=CLOFARABINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=HYDROXYUREA&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=FLUDARABINE+
PHOSPHATE&cntry=&state=&
city=&dist=&Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=CLADRIBINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=GALLIUM+
NITRATE&cntry=&state=&city=&
dist=&Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=GEMCITABINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search
www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=&term=CLOFARABINE&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&
Search=Search

PMID refers to PubMed identifier. All drugs are small molecule drug inhibitor of the respective genes except daunorubicin of which the type
of interaction is unknown. The disease report links associated with the pathology lists were treated with the illustrated drug according to the
indications derived from www.clinicaltrials.gov/. AURKB, aurora kinase B; RRM2, ribonucleotide reductase regulatory subunit M2; TOP2A,
DNA Topoisomerase IIα.

role of CIN in the embryonic phases of NB origin is still
to clarify. It is questionable if some CIN‑related genes are
involved in the early phases of NB tumorigenesis. This study
needs a more accurate animal model.
6. CIN gene signature and NB
Considering the strong relationship between CIN and aneuploidy, about a decade ago, a computational method was
developed to represent aneuploidy in relation to the expression
of genes localized in aberrant chromosomal region (functional aneuploidy profile). Thus, the functional aneuploidy as
a measure of the total status of chromosomal imbalance, was
inferred using gene expression data of a given tumor (55).
Carter et al (55) showed 70 genes whose expression was
correlated with total functional aneuploidy in several cancer

types: the CIN70 gene signature able to measure the state of
karyotype and to predict clinical outcome in several human
cancers. The CIN70 signature was obtained including most
of genes involved in cellular processes critical for genome
integrity maintenance such as DNA replication, chromosomal
condensation, segregation, de‑condensation and structure and
genes of cell cycle, spindle apparatus and mitosis. Carter's
study provided a means to assess the potential role of CIN in
tumors initiation. However, in this study NB tumor was not
investigated and CIN signature for NB has not been identified
until now. Since this information is lacking, we explored gene
expression profiles of 504 NB derived from public dataset
E‑MTAB‑161 (EMBL ArrayExpress database). This dataset
provided expression data of 45 genes out of 70 genes included
in the CIN70 signature. Patients clinical information was
used to define two risk groups: HR group including samples
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with stages 2, 3, 4 and 4s MYCN‑amplified, stage 4 MYCN
not amplified >12 months at diagnosis; low/intermediate‑risk
(LIR) group including samples with stages 2, 3 and 4S without
MYCN gene amplified, stage 4 without MYCN amplification
<12 months at diagnosis. We observed 31/45 genes differently
expressed between HR and LIR groups (Fig. 2). These genes
show association with cell‑cycle regulation (CCNB1, PRC1 and
TPX2) and chromosomal segregation (TPX2). Furthermore, we
found overexpression of key regulators genes involving in the
correct processes of chromosomes replication, regulation of
chromatin status, cytokinesis and segregation; namely: AURKB,
CCNB1, CCNB2, NEK2 and ZWINT and likely associated with
CIN in HR‑NB patients. Interestingly, we observed genes with
the highest CIN score reported in Carter's study, among genes
with high expression in HR‑NBs, such as TPX2 and PRC1.
Moreover, Carter et al (55) produced another CIN selecting
the top 25 genes best predicting clinical outcome. Interestingly,
we observed that 17/25 genes of the CIN25 showed high
expression in HR patients. So that, our preliminary data show
that CIN25 gene signature is strongly associated with NB
with poor outcome. Moreover, this result indicates that CIN is
active and several CIN‑related genes are operating in HR‑NB.
Finally, we were interested to investigate if upregulated
genes could be druggable by Federal Drugs Approved (FDA)
approved molecules and we explored the Drug Gene Interaction
Database (DGID) (dgidb.genome.wustl.edu/). Interestingly,
3/30 genes upregulated in HR patients stage 4 are targetable by
FDA approved drugs (Table I), already used for others disease
indicating the possible use of these compounds in NB therapy.
7. Conclusion
CIN is an old genomic aspect that is recently emerged as
causative of cancer. Today with the advent of NGS, there is
an additional possibility to study in deep this phenomenon. So
that, it should be useful to initiate a CIN screening on several
cancers which can be exploited for targeted cancer therapy.
While numerous studies demonstrated that CIN may promote
tumorigenesis, primarily through the functional loss of key
players governing chromosome stability, it has also been
shown that CIN beyond tolerable levels actually leads to cell
death and tumor suppression (56). These observations collectively suggest elevating CIN as a potential chemotherapeutic
strategy in a genetically sensitized background, but additional
studies would be needed to validate the efficacy and effectiveness of this approach to cancer treatment.
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